
 
Rauchvergnügen is a new cigar concept from Hamburg, Germany. We create cigars in the same way we Germans engineer the best technology in the world. The 

result is ultimate precision in aroma, taste, and smoking performance: cigars that are exciting, precise and satisfying down to the smallest details. 

The Rauchvergnügen Experience goes far beyond enjoying an excellent cigar. We understand cigars as part of a modern lifestyle, allowing you a very personal 
experience. Along with our excellent cigars in five different and individual formats we offer you a choice of certified accessories, music, and a continuous social 

media stream of interesting articles to read. The only things you need to provide are time and tranquility. More about us at rvgn.de 

Wrapper: Ecuador - Hybrid Seed 
Binder: Dominican Republic - Criollo 98  

Filler: Dominican Republic, Nicaragua & Pennsylvania, U.S.A - Piloto 
The Rauchvergnügen blend provides a medium-strength smoke. 

We deliver only finest hand-rolled longfiller cigars, manufactured in the Dominican Republic.  

Your first impression of Rauchvergnügen is characterized by a natural, slightly chocolate-smelling wrapper. The cold draw reveals fresh hay and some mint. A 
Rauchvergnügen smoke combines aromas of cedar wood, alpine herbs, mint and moist forest with notes of peat, coffee, ginger and Sichuan pepper. 

Oliver Nickels    Jan-Klaas Mahler 
Chief Cigar Engineer   Chief Cigar Designer 

We are looking forward to your feedback at oliver@rvgn.de 
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Rauchvergnügen #18 

Format: Short Corona 44 x 3,5" 
Volume 18 cubic centimeters 
Single Cigar MSRP in U.S.A.: $5,00 
Available in U.S.A. in boxes of 50 cigars. 

Our #18 is the essence of our blend, engineered into a short format. A German Engineered Sportster Cigar, if you will. 
 

Rauchvergnügen #36 

Format: Short Torpedo 60 x 4" 
Volume 36 cubic centimeters 
Single Cigar MSRP in U.S.A.: $7,50 
Available in U.S.A. in boxes of 25 cigars. 
This little beast has the widest ring size of all our cigars. It burns smoothly and evenly, and the additional air allows its 
complexity to unfold beautifully. The #36 is a very individual cigar, engineered for the aficionados who seeks an individual and extraordinary Rauchvergnügen. 
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Rauchvergnügen #42 

Format: Robusto 54 x 5"  
Volume 42 cubic centimeters  
Single Cigar MSRP in U.S.A.: $9,00  
Available in U.S.A. in boxes of 12 or 25 cigars.  
The first edition of #42, rolled in 2016, is available as Limited Edition 2016 in wooden no-nail boxes (limited globally to 42 
boxes of 25 cigars). 
Our #42 is the original German Engineered Cigar. We started our brand with this format. We love this cigar.  
You will easily find out why. 
 

Rauchvergnügen #62 

Format: Toro 58 x 6"  
Volume 62 cubic centimeters  
Single Cigar MSRP in U.S.A.: $10,00  
Available in U.S.A. in boxes of 25 cigars.  
If you prefer a larger ring size - with our #62 you will find your perfectly balanced and German Engineered Large Cigar.  
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Rauchvergnügen #64 

Format: Gran Corona 47 x 9,25"  
Volume 64 cubic centimeters  
Single Cigar MSRP in U.S.A.: $15,00  
Available in U.S.A. in boxes of 4 and 20 cigars.  
The #64 gives you 2 hours of smoking pleasure. It is engineered for the great moments in your life - or simply to create a 
great moment for a true cigar aficionado. 
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